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HIKE PROGRAMME 
March-April 2011 
 
 
MEET: Burgh Quay 
DEPART: Sundays at 10.00 am 
TRANSPORT: Private Bus  
COST: €12.00 (unless stated otherwise) 
 
 
2nd pick-up point: On the outward journey, 
the bus will stop briefly to collect walkers at the 
pick-up point. Should the bus be full on 
departure from Burgh Quay, this facility cannot 
be offered.  
 
Return drop-off point: On the return journey, 
where indicated, the bus will stop near the 
outward pick-up point to drop off any hikers. We 
regret this is not possible on all hikes. 
 
 
Sunday 13 March 2011 
---Ballinagee Bridge to Shay Elliot memorial 
 
Leader: Brendan Magee  
 
2nd pick-up point: Beside the pond in Sean 
Walsh Park on the Tallaght By-pass. 
Return drop-off point: NONE 
 
Route: Ballinagee Bridge * Glenreemore Brook 
* Art's Cross * Lugduff * Mullacor* Cullentraugh 
* Shay Elliot memorial  
 
Distance: 18 km Ascent: 550 m 
Maps: OS 56, Harvey, East and West Mapping 
 
 
Sunday 20 March 2011 
---To the Top of Table Mountain 
 
Leader: Gerry Walsh 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Beside the pond in Sean Walsh Park on the 
Tallaght By-pass. 
 
Route: Drumreagh * Lobawn * Wexford and 
Kavanagh Gaps * Table Mountain * Art’s Cross * 
Oakwood * Ballinagee Bridge 
 
Distance: 19 km Ascent: 750 m 
Maps: OS 56, Harvey, East and West Mapping 
 
 

 
Sunday 27 March 2011 
---A hike to Oldbridge 
 
Leader: Frank Rooney 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Bus stop before the roundabout at 
Loughlinstown 
 
Route: Vale of Glendasan disused mine * 
Brockagh Mountain * Glenmacnass River * 
Paddock Hill * Scarr * Kanturk * Oldbridge. 
 
Distance: 17 km Ascent: 630 m 
Maps: OS 56, Harvey, East and West Mapping 
 

 
Sunday 3 April 2011 
---A walk in East Wicklow 
 

«« Introductory hard hike «« 
 
Leader: Brian Madden 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Bus stop before the roundabout at 
Loughlinstown 
 
Route: Ballylusk * Carrick Mtn * Cronybyrne * 
Glenview * Trooperstown * Laragh 
 
Distance: 16.5 km Ascent: 550 m 
Maps: OS 56, OS 62, Harvey, East and West 
Mapping 
 
 
Sunday 10 April 2011 
---The River Liffey to Pier Gates 
 
Leader: Simon More 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Rathfarnham Castle, before the Yellow House. 
 
Route: Liffey Valley Road @ GR 098 135 * 
Coronation Plantation * Gravale * Carrigvore * 
Luggala * Knocknacloghoge * Pier Gates  
 
Distance: 19 km Ascent: 800 m 
Maps: OS 56, OS 62, Harvey, East and West 
Mapping 
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Sunday 17 April 2011 
---Be a Trooper on the day 
 
Leader: Dave McCann 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Bus stop before the roundabout at  
Loughlinstown 
 
Route: Ballinacor Community Park * Kirikee 
Mountain * Ballydowling Hill * Saint Patrick's 
and Saint Killian's Chapel of Ease (T168921) * 
Trooperstown Hill/Kilafin * Laragh East * 
Paddock Hill/R755. 
 
Distance: 22 km Ascent: 870 m 
Maps: OS 56, OS 62, Harvey, East and West 
Mapping 
 

 
 
Easter Sunday 24 
 

---(No hike)--- 
 
Club Easter trips to the Lake District (England) 
and Mallorca (Spain) 
 
 

 
Sunday 1 May 2011 
---Enjoy the company of Brendan  
 
Leader: Brendan Dempsey 
 
Public transport will be used. Meet at the bus 
stop for the 145 at 10 am (10.15 am bus 
departure; €2.30 each way) in D’Olier St. bus 
stop outside the old Gas Company building. 
 
Route: Kilmacanogue * Great Sugar Loaf * 
Ballyremon Common * Paddock Pond * Junction 
for Djouce * Dargle Valley * Ridge Rock * 
Enniskerry 
 
Distance: 15 km Ascent: 600m 
Maps: OS 50, 56, OS 62, Harvey, East and West 
Mapping 
 

 
Sunday 8 May 2011 
---Take in the views of the Glen of Imaal  
 

«« Introductory hard hike «« 
 
Leader: Tom Kenny 
 
2nd pick-up point & return drop-off point: 
Beside the pond in Sean Walsh Park on the 
Tallaght By-pass. 
 
Route: Stranahely Wood * Table Track * 
Camenabologue * Cannow Mt * Lugnaquilla * 
Camara Hill * Banana Road * Fentons, 
 
Distance: 18 km Ascent: 800 m 
Maps: OS 56, OS 62, Harvey, East and West 
Mapping 
 

 
 
 
GENERAL HIKE NOTES 
 
PARTICIPATION Mountaineering is an activity with a danger of personal injury or death. 
Participants should be aware of and accept these risks. People who take part in our club activities 
do so at their own risk and are responsible for their own actions and involvement.  
 
CO-ORDINATION If necessary, tickets are given out on Sundays to ensure that participants 
reserve a bus place as they arrive. 
 
LEADER The leader has the right to refuse anyone who is not adequately equipped (e.g., without 
appropriate boots, rainwear, food, torch, hat, gloves, etc). The leader may alter the route from 
that described in the program. The leader sets the pace of the hike and walkers are expected to 
obey the leader’s instructions at all times. 
 
EQUIPMENT It is essential to bring good rain gear (both jacket and over-trousers) and to leave 
cotton t-shirts and jeans at home! Boots must be sturdy with proper ankle support and a rigid 
non-slip sole such as Vibram. 
 
WALKING STICKS AND RUCKSACKS  
Remember that walking sticks and rucksacks cannot be brought onto the bus and must be stowed 
away in the boot during the journey. 
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«« Introductory hard hike «« 
 
This hike is tailored for non-members who are considering joining the An Óige Hillwalkers Club. It 
offers the opportunity to sample a typical club hike, as well as meeting club members.  
 
Interested individuals should equip themselves appropriately for a day in the hills: adequate hiking 
boots, waterproof coat and leggings, hat, gloves, lunch and hot / cold drinks. In order to enjoy the 
hike, you need a good level of fitness.  
 
Membership forms will be available, should you wish to join the club on completion of the 
introductory hike. Enquiries: 086-356 3843. 
 
Please be advised that you should not undertake any club hiking activities: (i) if you have any 
known medical ailment which may impair your ability to participate in club activities, or (ii) if you 
are taking any form of medication that will put your health or safety of others at risk. Should you 
be in any doubt on these matters, a doctor should be consulted prior to undertaking any club 
hiking activity. 
 
 
 

 

Our current photo archives go back as 
far as November 2008, so why not 
refresh your memories by visiting 

www.hillwalkersclub.com 

  
 
 
 

 
 

Please note that you can also follow 
An Óige Hillwalkers Club on facebook 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/An-

Oige-Hillwalkers-club/153861187966138 
 

Thanks to our webmaster Matt 
Geraghty, a mobile phone friendly 
version of the hikes page is now 

available to download from 
http://m.hillwalkersclub.com/ 

 
 
 

Club members interested in leading a 
hike, contact Frank Rooney: 

rooneyf@eircom.ie 

 
 
 

For those wishing to purchase walking 
books/maps from overseas, The Book 

Repository will deliver to Ireland free of 
charge: 

www.bookdepository.co.uk 

 
 

 
We would like to hear from you! 

 
Whether you … 

wish to contribute an article … 
have read an interesting book you'd like to recommend to club members … 

would share your favourite hikes … 
want to comment on any club matters … 

Why not get in touch? 
 

Email to Simon More at simon.more@ucd.ie 
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TRIPS AWAY 
 
Easter weekend 2011 
 
** These two Easter trips are now fully booked ** 
 
The Hillwalkers are organising two ‘away’ trips this Easter: 
• to the Lakes District, England (with Jim Barry and Tom Kenny [21-25 April 2011]), and 
• to Mallorca, Spain (with Frank Rooney [21-27 April 2011]). 

 
 
Summer trips 2011 
 
** Only a couple of places left ** 
 
The Hillwalkers are also organising two ‘away’ trips over summer: 
• to Gran Paradiso National Park in Italy (with Mark Campion [1-10 July 2011], further details 

on page 12), and 
• to Bavaria and Tirol in Germany (with Frank Rooney [11-18 July 2011], details below). 
 
Hiking in Bavaria and Tirol 
Staying in Fussen, Germany (from Monday 11 July to Monday 18 July 2011) 
 
Frank Rooney is organising a Summer trip to Fussen on border of Germany and Austria. 
 
The town’s charming location on the edge of the Alps is impressive: framed in by imposing 
high mountain peaks and an idyllic lake district, at an altitude of 800 meters above sea level, 
thus making it Bavaria’s town at the highest elevation. 
 
Accommodation: 7 nights in Hostel International in Fussen will be in 2 x 6-bed rooms and 1 
double room, including breakfast 
 
Contact Frank for further information (rooneyf@eircom.ie). 
 
 
June weekend 2011 
 
** A date for your diary ** 
 
3-6 June 2011 (Friday to Monday) 
 
Hiking in the Dingle Peninsula, Kerry 
Staying in the Dún Chaoin Hostel 
 
Leaders: Mark Campion and Philip Hayden. 
 
Booking will start at the end of March 
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FURTHER AFIELD 

 

 
At first she was resistant, then reluctant 
and finally relented in allowing my wife and 
me to be let loose alone to wander the hills 
and valleys of this rugged circular isle. 
Melaine, the local agent, insisted on 
furnishing us not only with several maps 
but also an extremely detailed description 
of our eight day trek before our boots made 
contract with the rocky red soil, jagged 
rocks and twisting paths of this highly 
eroded land. No doubt the aim was to keep 
us on the straight and not so narrow but 
making sense and remaining true to her 
documentation proved to be as challenging 
as the walk itself. We immediately mislead 
ourselves on the first day by following 
directions to either go up or down stairs 
and in so doing entered a number of front 
doors and in one case that led to a bar. It 
was then that we realised that the s- word 
meant steps. So in stepping it out 
eventually we arrived at our first overnight 
accommodation and found our lodgings 
upstairs. At last the description was 
beginning to make sense.  
 

 
 

Roque group 
 
La Gomera is one of the smaller islands in 
the main Islas Canarias archipelago group 
and is overlooked on its eastern side by 
snow capped Pico del Teide Spain’s highest 
mountain located in nearby Tenerife. In 
common with its neighbours La Gomera is 
entirely volcanic in its formation but unlike 

most of them it has retained a lot of its 
natural vegetation- particularly its laurel 
forests. Another distinct feature of this 
compact island is the absence of mass 
tourism. The lack of an international 
airport, combined with very few sandy 
beaches and resorts is enough to 
discourage most visitors. And it seems 
that’s the way the locals want it. Besides, 
its topography of craggy cliffs, deeply worn 
valleys which are overlooked by sharp 
ridges and all cocooned by a fragmented 
coastline form a sufficient barrier in 
deterring waves of visitors. The best way to 
experience this island whose surface area is 
less than a third of Wicklow, but up to five 
hundred metres higher, is by foot. So let’s 
go to La Gomera! 
 

 
 

Roque unroped 
 
Much of the back breaking work was done 
even before we set foot on this circuit as 
our main packs were transported by taxi to 
our overnight accommodation every second 
day. Days one to four were spent on the 
lush northern section as we hiked along, 
through, up and over spurs, ravines, 
beaches, cane and banana fields from the 
inland hamlet of La Laja to a rustic hotel at 
the lush surroundings of Las Hayas. That 
section took us through Parque Nacional de 
Garajonay which contains and protects the 
ecosystems in the central highlands. Lying 
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(or should that be standing) within that 
area are some distinctly stubborn volcanic 
plugs and vents called Roques which appear 
to stand sentinel over this habitat. This 
area is also the source of the island’s water 
supply and its flanks are dotted with 
reservoirs and to a lesser extent water 
channels similar to those on Maderia.  
 
 

 
 

Teide on guard 
 
Apart from negotiating the landscape we 
were now grappling with the walk 
description as it, for example, directed us 
up a red wall and then onwards to a broad- 
on. As it turned out the wall referred to a 
huge almost vertical cliff and the broad on 
we concluded was a T-junction. So having 
done that novel exercise in finding our co-
ordinates we had then to alter our course to 
avoid falling from a precipitous drop-off 
some hundred metres into the sea. This 
hike still had a few more twists and turns to 
it. 
 

 
 

Twisting and turning 
 
Our trekking map was only marginally 
better than the descriptions as both its 
scale and contour features left much to the 
imagination. This combination together with 
poor trail marking and lack of adequate 
signs led us astray which at times took us 
to places seldom encountered on a hill walk 
-such as chicken coops, bamboo fields and 
charming chapels and caged up barking 
mad dogs. Without exception all the locals 
we encountered en route were most helpful 
in pointing us away from their farmland and 
livestock and towards distant horizons. 
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Last of the bananas 
 
The damp grey mist enshrouded us as we 
reached the highest point of the island. The 
trip notes informed us we had wonderful 
extensive views of the surroundings while 
visibility around us was no more than five 
metres. Very atmospheric but also very 
wet. We continued on our way on a faint 
path through the so-called Witches Forest 
and down a very steep path to the village 
of Imada. There the self –proclaimed queen 
of the island greeted us with a local liqueur 
and a plate full of papa arrugadas-(spuds to 
you and me) and rabbit stew.  
 
We knew we had reached the sunny, drier, 
and warmer side of the island on day five 
when we exchanged our raingear for shorts 
and sun cream. Days five to eight brought 
us via Valle Gran Rey where we semi 
relaxed by the sea and finally met fellow 
tourists. Those few who ventured onto the 
nearby slopes were out for the day and 
indeed had chosen an attractive area to 
stretch the legs. Thankfully the southern 

region lived up to its climatic reputation 
and only modesty and good taste justified 
now covering up.  
 

 
 

Valle Gran Rey 
 
Our penultimate accommodation at Playa 
Santiago was ideally placed right at the sea 
shore and there we were treated to the 
best of sea food and drinks on the house. 
Perhaps it was the drink or maybe even the 
fish but the last day’s trekking was by far 
the hardest as we abandoned the 
proscribed route and devised our own way 
back to the port of San Sebastian. Our pre-
arranged taxi driver dropped us off on a 
well defined but dull path heading in that 
direction instead we opted for the more 
scenic coastal path. Getting there brought 
us up over and around such features as 
Rocques del Sombrero and Garcia on knife 
edge ridges and onto zigzag steep descents 
into gorges and dry river beds before we 
touched base with the more benign but 
undulating coastal path. The sun was 
setting as we finally neared our destination 
and the end of this most enjoyable, 
entertaining and thoroughly satisfying 
traverse of this uncluttered island.  
 

Text and Photos: 
Brendan Magee
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CLUB PHOTOS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Christmas party 
Photos: Frank Rooney 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
JUNE MEMORIAL WALK 

 
As a mark of respect to our deceased Hillwalkers’ Club members, a dedicated hike in their 
memory will be organised for June. Along the route, it is intended to have a short stop. During 
the stop, a short memorial reflection in honour of our deceased members will take place. 
At the end of the hike we hope to have a social. 
 
The more formal An Óige religious service will continue to take place in summer for all 
deceased members. The time and location have yet to be announced.
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Snow on the mountains 
Photos: Frank Rooney  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Membership 2010-11 
This is just a gentle reminder that your membership fee for 2010-2011 is now due. The club 

has managed to keep the membership fee at € 35.00 for the last few years although the actual 
cost to the club increased during this time. 

 
Included in the membership fee: 

• Mountaineering Ireland membership 
• Mountaineering Ireland insurance cover 
• Subscription to Mountain Log magazine 
• 10 newsletters per year by post or email 
• Postage of magazine and newsletter 

Please note that your membership fee does not fund the work of the committee members, hike 
leaders and weekend organisers who have always and continue to give their time on a 

voluntary basis. A membership application form is included at the end of this newsletter. 
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FRIENDS OF GLENMALURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Committee 2010/11 Chairman Frank Rooney 
 Secretary/Project Support Betty Kehoe 
 Treasurer Jim Barry 
 Sunday Hikes Coordinator Vacant 
 Weekend Coordinator Vacant 
 Training Officer Dónal Finn 
 Membership Secretary Don Reilly 
 Club Promoter Barbara Monahan 
 Newsletter Editor Simon More 
Special thanks to: Webmaster Matt Geraghty 
 Distribution Pearse Foley & Cyril McFeeney 
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Gran	  Paradiso	  National	  Park	  
This July, the An Óige Hillwalkers are heading to the very beautiful and rugged Gran Paradiso 
in the north western alps of Italy. 
 
Check out this site among others for an idea of what the area is like. 
http://www.parks.it/parco.nazionale.gran.paradiso/Eindex.php 
 
Check these photos out too   

  
 
We’re off on July 1st and back on July 10th 
 
We’ll be staying in mountain huts most of the time and also in hotels. 
 
The cost of the trip is likely to be in the region of 530 but this doesn’t include some meals and 
travel insurance and flights…it also doesn’t include the optional extra[approx 140] of climbing 
Gran Paradiso itself…it’s a 4,000 m + peak commanding awesome views. 
You’d want to be a fit mod hiker or a regular hard hiker for this one…some long days but at a 
reasonable pace and with plenty of breaks. 
 
Email Mark Campion at markmjcampion@gmail.com if you’d like any more information… 
 
** Places are strictly limited ** 
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 Membership Application Form 
An Óige Hillwalkers 2010/2011  

Name (Applicants must be over 18)  ………………..………………………………………………………………. 

Address  

Were you a member before? ¨ Yes, last year ¨ Yes, some time ago ¨ No  

New members: How did you hear about the club? ………………………………………..…………………… 

An Óige Membership Number (Applicants must be a member of An Óige) 

[Further information at http://www.anoige.ie/membership]  ……………………………...………………………… 

Contact Telephone Numbers (optional)  

Daytime ................................ Evening .................................. Mobile .............................................................. 

Email Address (required)  ……………………………………....………………………………………..…………. 
The Club issues a regular newsletter by email. The newsletter is also available through the Club webpage 
[http://www.hillwalkersclub.com]. 

Please read and sign the following PERSONAL DECLARATION 

 PERSONAL DECLARATION 
I am over 18 years of age and wish to apply for membership of An Óige Hillwalkers Club. (*) 

(*) Please note that personal accident insurance is only available to members between 18 and 75 years of age. 

I accept that mountaineering is an activity with a danger of personal injury or even death.  

I am aware of and shall accept these risks and wish to participate in these activities voluntarily and shall be 
responsible for my own actions and involvement.  

I accept that An Óige Hillwalkers Club establishes the bounds on its activities through the constitution and rules 
of the club [available at www.hillwalkersclub.com/constitution.htm] and I agree to abide by these.  

Members should not undertake any club hiking activities if: 

(i) they have any known medical ailment which may impair their ability to participate in club activities or 

(ii) they are taking any form of medication that will put their health or safety of others at risk. 

If a member is in any doubt on these matters, a doctor should be consulted prior to undertaking any club hiking 
activity. 

If you agree and accept the terms of the PERSONAL DECLARATION, please sign and date here. 
 

Signature ............................……………………...................... Date .................……….................................... 

The 2010/2011 membership year runs from Oct 1st 2010 to Sept 30th 2011. 

2010/2011 Membership Fee €35.00 
Please send this form with the membership application fee (cheque or postal order only, payable to An Óige 
Hillwalkers Club) to Don Reilly, Dunany, Santry, Dublin 9. Please allow two weeks for processing of the 
membership application. 

NB: PLEASE DO NOT SEND YOUR APPLICATION BY REGISTERED POST!  


